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Perfect Condition

Cities of Darkness Vol 1 combines two old Vampire the Masquerade 2nd edition 'City Supplement'

sourcebooks into one. The two books that are combined in this one product are DC by Night and

New Orleans by Night. DC by Night by itself is an incredibly rare sourcebook that goes for over

30.00 on Ebay and .New Orleans by night is a decent city to run a Vampire the Masquerade

chronicle. The New Orleans by Night portion of the book is mediocre at best. The author fails to

capture a feeling or campaign in the supplement. There is really no direction in terms of a long term

chronicle. The book however does have a good adventure at the end of the writing and can be a fun

play for a group. However, the downfall is that the entire city seems to be written centering around

this single adventure in the back. There is very little room or stories going on in New Orleans, and

the writer put all of their egg shells in the written module....DC by Night however is an entirely

different story. There is a theme and struggle of POWER and POLITICS in the supplement. The

author does an excellent job fleshing out characters from all clans, interesting coteries, and gives

ideas for many plot hooks or threads. DC by Night is a book provides you with information and



material to be able to run a chronicle for YEARS.This product is worth the price, mainly for the DC

by night portion.

Great book for running stories in both cities and surrounding areas. A must have for any Vampire

collection.

note: typed in chat lt. :)I find it hard to give somthing 5 stars but, this a very good book. It is not for

your every day gamer tho, it is a hevy duty source book witch covers New Orleans and DC by night,

it is filled with lots of history and chr info for dozens of ppl in both cities outlinning most every

residing Kindred(and evean some Huntes and Mages)knowen to be there! New Orleans also comes

with a canned story witch is filled with lots of source info in it's self.not to say the book has no flaws i

find if funny that none of the Kindred in New Orleans or DC have any (no merits either:)) but with

that aside i find it hard to point my finger at any thing elseso all and all i would say it a must have for

any WoD guru
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